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Bad Moon Rising
Apr 16 2021 WereHunter Fang
Kattalakis is forced
to choose sides
when war erupts
among his
lycanthrope
brethren, a
situation
thatNight
is
Online Library
Pleasures Sherrilyn
Kenyon Tuebl Read Pdf
Free

further complicated
by accusations
targeting a woman
he loves and threats
on two races.
Dragonsworn Jan
02 2020 The
breathtaking DarkHunters saga
continues with
Dragonsworn—from
1/20

#1 New York Times
bestselling author
Sherrilyn Kenyon
There is nothing in
the universe the
cursed dragon,
Falcyn, hates more
than humanity . . .
except Greek
humans. In a war
he wanted
no Library
part
Online

deeliciouswebdesign.com
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of, they
systematically
destroyed
everything he’d
ever cared for. Now
he waits for the day
when evolution will
finally rid him of
the human vermin.
Medea was born
the granddaughter
of the Greek god
Apollo, and among
the first of his
people that he
cursed to die. But
she will not let
anyone rule her life.
Not even her
notorious
grandfather. And
when Apollo sends
a new plague to
destroy what
remains of her
people, she refuses
to stand by and
watch him take
everything she
loves from her
again. This time,
she knows of a
secret weapon that
Online
Library
can
stop
the Night
ancient
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Free

god and his army of
demons. Once and
for all. However,
said device is in the
hands of a dragon
who wants nothing
to do with politics,
the gods, humanity,
demons or
Apollites. And
especially not her.
He is the
immovable object.
She is the
unstoppable force .
. . When Apollo
makes a strategic
move that
backfires, he forces
Falcyn back into
play. Now Medea
either has the
weapon she needs
to save her people,
or she’s unleashed
total Armageddon.
If she can’t find
some way to control
the dragon before
it’s too late, Falcyn
will be an even
worse plague on the
world than the one
Apollo has set
2/20

loose. But how can
anyone control a
demonic dragon
whose sole
birthright is world
annihilation?
Night
Pleasures/Night
Embrace Jun 30
2022 In Night
Pleasures, Kyrian of
Thrace---an
immortal who
protects humans
from vampires--wakes up one
morning handcuffed
to the one thing
that can scare him:
a conservative
woman in a buttondown shirt. But
Amanda Devereaux
turns out to be his
perfect partner for
hunting down a
deadly foe, and for
helping him to
regain his soul and
learn that love
doesn't have to bite.
Night Embrace
spins the story of
Library
Talon, anOnline
ancient
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Celtic warrior who
killed the son of the
god Camulus.
Camulus cursed
Talon, decreeing
death for everyone
he loved. Now a
Dark-Hunter in
modern-day New
Orleans, Talon
meets Sunshine,
who is key to
ending his curse
once and for all.
Not to mention
helping him to save
New Orleans from
an ancient god bent
on total
destruction.... Enter
a realm like none
you've ever
experienced with
Night Pleasures
and Night Embrace.
Now together in
one volume!
Night Pleasures
Sep 02 2022
Amanda Devereaux
has a crazy family.
Her mother and
older siblings are
Online Library
witches
and Night
Pleasures Sherrilyn
Kenyon Tuebl Read Pdf
Free

psychics, and her
twin sister is a
vampire hunter. All
Amanda wants is a
quiet, normal life.
Only when she finds
herself the target of
an attack meant for
her twin, she wakes
to find herself
handcuffed to a
sexy, blond
stranger. He is
Kyrian of Thrace.
And while Amanda's
first thought is that
this might be
another of her
sister's attempts at
extreme matchmaking, it soon
becomes clear that
Kyrian is not
boyfriend material.
For Kyrian is a
Dark-Hunter: an
immortal warrior
who has traded his
soul for one
moment of
vengeance upon his
enemies. Kyrian
spends his eternal
days hunting the
3/20

vampires and
daimons that prey
upon mankind. He
is currently on the
hunt for a very old
and deadly daimon
named Desiderius
who has deemed it
sport to handcuff
Kyrian to a human
while he hunts him.
Now Kyrian and
Amanda must find a
way to break their
bond before they
give into their
dangerous
attraction to one
another. Or
Desiderius kills
them both.
Midnight Pleasures
May 30 2022
Handsome and
sensual,
surrounded by an
aura of danger,
mystery, and the
forbidden, a lover
steps from the
shadows. But is he
mortal? Or is he an
ancient god, a
sorcerer,Online
or a Library
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mythical beast who
can possess a
woman's heart...and
her very soul? Four
of romance's most
popular authors
have created this
spellbinding
collection of stores
filled with dark
passion and desire.
Under the cover of
darkness, their
heroes inhabit
worlds haunted by
ageless hungers
and deadly forces
stronger than any
seen by day...and
vanquished only by
the power of love.
Now travel into
realms where
dazzling wonders
roam the night,
where magic
replaces reason,
and where a kiss
unleashes a raging
fire in the blood.
And here, if you
dare, discover the
seduction that
Online Library
begins
at theNight
Pleasures Sherrilyn
Kenyon Tuebl Read Pdf
Free

bewitching hour
when a man and
woman partake
in...Midnight
Pleasures.
Dark Bites Jul 08
2020 For years,
fans have been
clamoring for an
all-in-one collection
of #1 bestselling
author Sherrilyn
Kenyon's novellas.
At their
enthusiastic behest,
we have delivered
this brand-new
short story
collection, Dark
Bites, including
stories previously
exclusive to
Sherrilyn's website,
as well as an allnew, never-before
seen Dark-Hunter
story! Sherrilyn
Kenyon takes
readers from the
Dark-Hunters to the
demigods, from
Dream-Hunters to
demons, and
everything in
4/20

between.
Dangerous and
exciting, each story
is one thrill ride
after the next,
proving time and
again how Sherrilyn
has captivated
millions of readers
worldwide Now,
readers are invited
to go deep into
Kenyon's rich and
imaginative world
and experience the
heart-racing
moments that never
stop coming!
Kiss of the Night
May 18 2021 Wulf
is an ancient Viking
warrior with a
useful but
extremely
aggravating poweramnesia. No one
who meets him in
person can
remember him 5
minutes later. It
makes it easy to
have one-night
stands, but hard to
Online Library
have a meaningful
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relationship, and
without true love he
can never regain
his soul. When he
finally meets
Cassandra, the one
woman who can
remember him, she
turns out to be the
princess of the
cursed race he's
sworn to hunt-and
forbidden to him.
The two of them
must face ancient
curses, prophecies,
and the direct
meddling of the
Greek gods to find
true happiness at
last.
Hostage to Pleasure
Feb 01 2020 A
rebel Psy scientist
finds herself at the
mercy of a
changeling who has
sworn vengeance
against her kind in
this thrilling
romance in Nalini
Singh’s New York
Times bestselling
Online Library
Night
series.
Separated
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from her son and
forced to create a
neural implant that
will mean the
effective
enslavement of her
psychically gifted
race, Ashaya Aleine
is the perfect
Psy—cool, calm,
emotionless...at
least on the
surface. Inside,
she’s fighting a
desperate battle to
save her son and
escape the vicious
cold of the PsyNet.
Yet when escape
comes, it leads not
to safety, but to the
lethal danger of a
sniper’s embrace.
DarkRiver sniper
Dorian Christensen
lost his sister to a
Psy killer. Though
he lacks the
changeling ability
to shift into animal
form, his leopard
lives within. And
that leopard’s rage
at the brutal loss is
5/20

a clawing darkness
that hungers for
vengeance. Falling
for a Psy has never
been on Dorian’s
agenda. But
charged with
protecting Ashaya
and her son, he
discovers that
passion has a way
of changing the
rules...
Seize the Night
Nov 23 2021 A
special hardcover
release of the
seventh book in the
blockbuster DarkHunter series.
Kenyon DarkHunter Boxed Set
Aug 28 2019 Five
Dark-Hunter stories
in one terrific set!
From the #1 New
York Times
bestselling author
Sherrilyn Kenyon
comes the DarkHunter Boxed set,
containing one copy
each of the DarkOnline Library
Hunter novels,
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Night Pleasures,
Night Embrace,
Dance with the
Devil, Kiss of the
Night, and Night
Play.
The Dark-Hunters
(The Collection
Thus Far) Dec 01
2019 The DarkHunters (The
Collection Thus
Far) From the #1
New York Times
bestselling author
Sherrilyn Kenyon.
This set contains 22
novels and a
companion guide.
The novels STYXX
and SON OF NO
ONE are sold
separately.
Includes: Fantasy
Lover Night
Pleasures Night
Embrace Dance
with the Devil Kiss
of the Night Night
Play Seize the
Night Sins of the
Night Unleash the
Night Dark Side of
Online
Library
Night
the
Moon
The
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Kenyon Tuebl Read Pdf
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Dream-Hunter Devil
May Cry Upon the
Midnight Clear
Dream Chaser
Acheron One Silent
Night Dream
Warrior Bad Moon
Rising No Mercy
Retribution The
Guardian Time
Untime The DarkHunter Companion
Sheer Pleasures Jun
06 2020 When a
friend disappears in
Washington State's
Cascade Mountains,
Wilhelmina Phoenix
sets out to find out
what happened.
She doesn't realize
the danger she's in
until she meets
Roman Wilds, an
ex-Navy SEAL
who's working
undercover.
Reissue.
Guilty Pleasures
Aug 09 2020 Meet
Anita Blake,
Vampire Hunter, in
the first novel in
the #1 New York
6/20

Times bestselling
series that “blends
the genres of
romance, horror
and adventure with
stunning
panache”(Diana
Gabaldon). Laurell
K. Hamilton’s
bestselling series
has captured
readers’ wildest
imaginations and
addicted them to a
seductive world
where supernatural
hungers collide
with the desires of
the human heart,
starring a heroine
like no other...
Anita Blake is
small, dark, and
dangerous. Her turf
is the city of St.
Louis. Her job: reanimating the dead
and killing the
undead who take
things too far. But
when the city’s
most powerful
vampire asks her to
Online Library
solve a series
of
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vicious slayings,
Anita must confront
her greatest
fear—her
undeniable
attraction to master
vampire JeanClaude, one of the
creatures she is
sworn to destroy...
“What The Da Vinci
Code did for the
religious thriller,
the Anita Blake
series has done for
the vampire
novel.”—USA Today
Night
Pleasures/Night
Embrace Feb 12
2021 In Night
Pleasures, Kyrian of
Thrace---an
immortal who
protects humans
from vampires--wakes up one
morning handcuffed
to the one thing
that can scare him:
a conservative
woman in a buttondown shirt. But
Online Library
Night
Amanda
Devereaux
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turns out to be his
perfect partner for
hunting down a
deadly foe, and for
helping him to
regain his soul and
learn that love
doesn't have to bite.
Night Embrace
spins the story of
Talon, an ancient
Celtic warrior who
killed the son of the
god Camulus.
Camulus cursed
Talon, decreeing
death for everyone
he loved. Now a
Dark-Hunter in
modern-day New
Orleans, Talon
meets Sunshine,
who is key to
ending his curse
once and for all.
Not to mention
helping him to save
New Orleans from
an ancient god bent
on total
destruction.... Enter
a realm like none
you've ever
experienced with
7/20

Night Pleasures
and Night Embrace.
Now together in
one volume!
Night Pleasures Oct
03 2022 When the
sun sets, passion
rises in this special
hardcover edition in
the bestselling
Dark-Hunter series.
Dance With the
Devil Jun 18 2021
Zarek's Point of
View: Dark-Hunter:
A soulless guardian
who stands
between mankind
and those who
would see mankind
destroyed. Yeah,
right. The only part
of that Code of
Honor I got was
eternity and
solitude. Insanity: A
condition many say
I suffer from after
being alone for so
long. But I don't
suffer from my
insanity-I enjoy
every minute of it.
Onlinetrust
Library
Trust: I can't
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anyone...not even
myself. The only
thing I trust in is
my ability to do the
wrong thing in any
situation and to
hurt anyone who
gets in my way.
Truth: I endured a
lifetime as a Roman
slave, and 900
years as an exiled
Dark-Hunter. Now
I'm tired of
enduring. I want
the truth about
what happened the
night I was exiled-I
have nothing to lose
and everything to
gain. Astrid (Greek,
meaning star): An
exceptional woman
who can see
straight to the
truth. Brave and
strong, she is a
point of light in the
darkness. She
touches me and I
tremble. She smiles
and my cold heart
shatters. Zarek:
Onlinesay
Library
Night
They
even
the
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most damned man
can be forgiven. I
never believed that
until the night
Astrid opened her
door to me and
made this feral
beast want to be
human again. Made
me want to love and
be loved. But how
can an ex-slave
whose soul is
owned by a Greek
goddess ever dream
of touching, let
alone holding, a
fiery star?
Love at First Bite
Aug 21 2021 Until
Death Do Us Part"
by Sherrilyn
Kenyon Over five
hundred years ago,
Esperetta's soul
was bound to her
husband's by dark
magic, and when
Velkan became a
Dark-Hunter, to her
horror, she became
immortal as well.
Now, they must
come together to
8/20

fight an old
enemy...and the
passion that
threatens to
consume them once
more. "Ride the
Night Wind" by L.A.
Banks Dark dreams
haunt Jose Ciponte,
dreams of a woman
so beautiful he
aches for her-and a
deadly enemy who
stalks them in the
night. And now
those dreams have
become a reality...
"The Gift" by Susan
Squires All Major
Davis Ware wants
to do is propose to
the beautiful Emma
Fairchild. Instead,
he is called back
into battle, and a
desperate fate. And
Emma will venture
into hell itself to
save him. "The
Forgotten One" by
Ronda Thompson
Lady Anne Baldwin
longs to break free
Library
from herOnline
proper
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bonds. When she
meets the
mysterious Merrick,
whose eyes glow
like a wolf's, she
may have found
more than she
bargained for.
Dragonswan Feb
24 2022 When
scholar Channon
MacRea meets the
handsome
Sebastian who
claims to
understand the
legendary Dragon
Tapestry she's been
studying for years,
she follows him into
an alternate world
of magic and
danger.
Night Embrace
Apr 28 2022 Dear
Reader, Life is
great for me. I have
my chicory coffee,
my warm beignets,
and my best friend
on the cell phone.
Once the sun goes
down, I am the
Online Library
Night
baddest
thing
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prowling the night:
I command the
elements, and I
know no fear. For
centuries, I've
protected the
innocent and
watched over the
mankind, making
sure they are safe
in a world where
nothing is ever
certain. All I want
in return is a hot
babe in a red dress,
who wants nothing
more from me then
one night. Instead, I
get a runaway
Mardi Gras float
that tries to turn
me into roadkill and
a beautiful woman
who saves my life
but can't remember
where she put my
pants. Flamboyant
and extravagant,
Sunshine
Runningwolf should
be the perfect
woman for me. She
wants nothing past
tonight, no ties, no
9/20

long-term
commitments. But
every time I look at
her, I start yearning
for dreams that I
buried centuries
ago. With her
unconventional
ways and ability to
baffle me, Sunshine
is the one person I
find myself needing.
But for me to love
her would mean her
death. I am cursed
never to know
peace or happinessnot so long as my
enemy waits in the
night to destroy us
both. --Talon of the
Morrigantes
Sins of the Night
Dec 25 2021 A
Dark-Hunter on a
dangerous mission
finds his life and
love on the line
when he meets
Dangereuse St.
Richard, a beautiful
and distracting
Dark-Hunter who is
Online Library
out to prevent
him
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from carrying out
his duty to destroy
her friends.
Until Death We
Do Part Jun 26
2019 Previously
published in
anthologies, Until
Death We Do Part is
now available as a
standalone enovella from #1
New York Times
bestselling author
Sherrilyn Kenyon!
The only thing
worse than being
Dracula's only
daughter is
betraying him by
marrying his
bitterest enemy-- a
dark sorcerer
warlord whose
powers make a
mockery of the
legendary monster
known for
impalement and
massacre. Forced
to flee her father's
wrath over her
secret marriage,
Online Library
Esperetta
is Night
willing
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to sacrifice
anything for Velkan
Danesti, until she
learns that he's tied
their immortal souls
together without
her permission-something she
doesn't discover
until after her
father kills them
and her husband
sells both their
souls to a Greek
goddess for
vengeance against
him and makes
them eternal DarkHunters sworn to
protect mankind
from the demons
who prey on them.
Night Play Jul 20
2021 Bride
McTierney has had
it with men. They're
cheap, selfcentered, and never
love her for who
she is. But though
she prides herself
on being
independent, deep
down she still
10/20

yearns for a knight
in shining armor.
She just never
expected her knight
in shining armor to
have a shiny coat of
fur... Deadly and
tortured, Vane
Kattalakis isn't
what he seems.
Most women
lament that their
boyfriends are
dogs. In Bride's
case, hers is a wolf.
A Were-Hunter
wolf. Wanted dead
by his enemies,
Vane isn't looking
for a mate. But the
Fates have marked
Bride as his. Now
he has three weeks
to either convince
Bride that the
supernatural is real
or he will spend the
rest of his life
neutered-something no selfrespecting wolf can
accept... But how
does a wolf
Library
convinceOnline
a human
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to trust him with
her life when his
enemies are out to
end his? In the
world of the WereHunters, it really is
dog-eat-dog. And
only one alpha male
can win.
Night Pleasures
Aug 01 2022
Amanda Devereaux
has a crazy family.
Her mother and
older siblings are
witches and
psychics, and her
twin sister is a
vampire hunter. All
Amanda wants is a
quiet, normal life.
Only when she finds
herself the target of
an attack meant for
her twin, she wakes
to find herself
handcuffed to a
sexy, blond
stranger. He is
Kyrian of Thrace.
And while Amanda's
first thought is that
this might be
Online Library
Night
another
of her
Pleasures Sherrilyn
Kenyon Tuebl Read Pdf
Free

sister's attempts at
extreme matchmaking, it soon
becomes clear that
Kyrian is not
boyfriend material.
For Kyrian is a
Dark-Hunter: an
immortal warrior
who has traded his
soul for one
moment of
vengeance upon his
enemies. Kyrian
spends his eternal
days hunting the
vampires and
daimons that prey
upon mankind. He
is currently on the
hunt for a very old
and deadly daimon
named Desiderius
who has deemed it
sport to handcuff
Kyrian to a human
while he hunts him.
Now Kyrian and
Amanda must find a
way to break their
bond before they
give into their
dangerous
attraction to one
11/20

another. Or
Desiderius kills
them both.
Playing Easy to Get
Oct 30 2019 New
York Times
bestselling author
Sherrilyn Kenyon
and rising stars Jaid
Black and Kresley
Cole unlock the
pleasures and perils
of embracing the
boldest and most
powerful of lovers -100% alpha males -in three sensually
erotic tales.
Discover the
physical rapture of
his muscular
arms.... Become a
prisoner of passion,
swept away by an
encounter with his
primal side.... And
get lost in the allconsuming thrill of
white-hot pursuit by
a relentless
stranger who may
be your most
dangerous foe, the
Online
Library
best lover
you've
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ever had -- or both.
Let your fantasies
run wild with these
unforgettable
novellas where
bigger is most
definitely better -and playing easy-toget is the only way
to go!
Night Pleasures
Oct 23 2021 Kyrian,
a vampire, feels
drawn to Amanda
Devereaux, a
conservative young
woman who wants
nothing to do with
the paranormal,
despite his goal of
killing a vindicative
vampire and her
sister's penchant
for vampire
hunting.
Dark Side of the
Moon Dec 13 2020
Susan Michaels was
once the hottest
reporter on the
Beltway Beat until a
major scandal
ruined her life and
Online
Night
left
herLibrary
writing
Pleasures Sherrilyn
Kenyon Tuebl Read Pdf
Free

stories about alien
babies and Elvis
sightings. Life as
she once knew it is
over, or so she
thinks, but then she
gets a lead on a
story that could
salvage her extinct
career. She heads
to the local animal
shelter, expecting a
hot news tip, which
she gets in the form
of a major police
cover-up . . . for a
ring of soul-sucking
vampires out to
take over Seattle.
So much for saving
her credibility. And
if that isn't bad
enough, she gets
talked into adopting
a cat and finds
she's allergic to it.
A cat that turns out
to be a shapeshifter
who claims to be an
immortal vampire
slayer on the prowl
for the same
corrupt cops. Her
first thought: seek
12/20

professional help.
But as Susan's
drawn into Ravyn's
dark and dangerous
world, she comes to
realize that there's
a lot more at stake
than just her
defunct career.
Now it's no longer a
question of bringing
the truth to her
readers; it's a
matter of saving
their very lives and
souls. Ravyn's life
was shattered over
four hundred years
ago, when he
mistakenly trusted
the wrong human
with the truth of his
existence. He lost
his family, his
honor, and his life.
Now, in order to
save the people of
Seattle, he's forced
to confront that
nightmare all over
again, and to trust
another woman
with the secret that
Online Library
could destroy
him.
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In the world of the
Dark-Hunters, life
is always
dangerous. But
never more so than
now; when a very
human woman can
shatter their entire
world with just one
story. The only
question is . . . will
she?
Fantasy Lover Sep
29 2019 Dear
Reader, Being
trapped in a
bedroom with a
woman is a grand
thing. Being
trapped in
hundreds of
bedrooms over two
thousand years
isn't. And being
cursed into a book
as a love-slave for
eternity can ruin
even a Spartan
warrior's day. As a
love-slave, I know
everything about
women. How to
touch them, how to
Online them,
Library and
Night
savor
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Kenyon Tuebl Read Pdf
Free

most of all, how to
pleasure them. But
when I was
summoned to fulfill
Grace Alexander's
sexual fantasies, I
found the first
woman in history
who saw me as a
man with a
tormented past.
She alone bothered
to take me out of
the bedroom and
onto the world. She
taught me to love
again. But I was not
born to love. I was
cursed to walk
eternity alone. As a
general, I had long
ago accepted my
sentence. Yet now I
have found Grace-the one thing my
wounded heart
cannot survive
without. Sure, love
can heal all
wounds, but can it
break a twothousand-year-old
curse? Julian of
Macedon
13/20

Unleash the Night
Jan 26 2022 It's a
predator eat
predator world for
the Were-Hunters.
Danger haunts any
given day. There is
no one to trust. No
one to love. Not if
they want to live...
An orphan with no
clan that will claim
him, Wren Tigarian
grew to adulthood
under the close
scrutiny and
mistrust of those
around him. A
forbidden blend of
two animals—snow
leopard and white
tiger—Wren has
never listened to
anyone when there
was something he
wanted. Now he
wants Marguerite.
Marguerite
D'Aubert Goudeau
is the daughter of a
prominent U.S.
Senator who hates
the socialite life
Online
she's forced
toLibrary
live.
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Like her mother
before her, she has
strong Cajun roots
that her father
doesn't understand.
Still, she has no
choice but to try
and conform to a
world where she
feels like an
outsider. But the
world of rich and
powerful humans is
never to meet the
world of the WereHunters who exist
side by side with
them, unseen,
unknown,
undetected. To
break this law is to
call down a wrath
of the highest
order. In order to
have Marguerite,
Wren must fight not
just the humans
who will never
accept his animal
nature, but the
Were-Hunters who
want him dead for
endangering their
Online Library
Night
world.
It's a race
Pleasures Sherrilyn
Kenyon Tuebl Read Pdf
Free

against time and
magic without
boundary that could
cost Marguerite
and Wren not just
their lives, but their
very souls...
Acheron Oct 11
2020 Determined to
solve an ancient
mystery, a woman
undertakes a
forbidden quest
that pits her against
the Dark-Hunter
leader and proud
god Acheron, with
whom she joins
forces when ancient
guardians and old
enemies threaten
both of them.
Reprint.
Night Pleasures
Nov 04 2022 The
Dark-Hunters are
ancient warriors
who have sworn to
protect mankind
and the fate of the
world is in their
hands. . . He is
solitude. He is
darkness. He is the
14/20

ruler of the night.
Yet Kyrian of
Thrace has just
woken up
handcuffed to his
worst nightmare:
An accountant.
Worse, she's being
hunted by one of
the most lethal
vampires out there.
And if Amanda
Devereaux goes
down, then he does
too. But it's not just
their lives that are
hanging in the
balance. Kyrian and
Amanda are all that
stands between
humanity and
oblivion. Let's hope
they win.
Upon The Midnight
Clear Sep 21 2021
Ever think Scrooge
had it right before
the ghosts ruined
his life? Meet Aidan
O'Conner. At one
time he was a
world-renowned
celebrity who gave
Library
freely ofOnline
himself
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and his money
without wanting
anything in
return...until those
around him took
without asking.
Now Aidan wants
nothing of the
world—or anyone
who's a part of it.
When a stranger
appears at his
doorstep, Aidan
knows he's seen her
before...in his
dreams. Born on
Olympus as a
goddess, Leta
knows nothing of
the human world.
But a ruthless
enemy has driven
her from the world
of dreams and into
the home of the
only man who can
help her: Aidan.
Her immortal
powers are derived
from human
emotions—and his
anger is just the
fuel she needs to
Online Library
Night
defend
herself...
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One cold winter's
night will change
their lives forever...
Trapped together in
a brutal winter
storm, Aidan and
Leta must turn to
the only power
capable of saving
them—or
destroying them
both: trust.
Stroke of
Midnight Jan 14
2021 Winter Born
by Sherrilyn
Kenyon Two enemy
Were-Panthers
discover that fate
has destined they
become lovers.
Pandora must learn
to trust Dante's
foreign nature. But
as she slowly
succumbs to the
truest passion she
has ever known,
dark forces have
already set out to
reclaim her... Born
of the Night by
Amanda Ashley
When Lady Shanara
15/20

Montiori is taken
hostage, she learns
that the rumors
about her captor
are true. Lord
Reyes is afflicted
with the dark curse
of the werewolf.
Still, Shanara can't
fight the attraction
they both feel. Will
their love break the
curse-or feed its
powerful hold?
Make It Last
Forever by L. A.
Banks An innocent
mistake forces the
beautiful Tara onto
a mission to save
herself from the
dark fate that
awaits her.
Salvation comes in
the form of a
seductive biker
with a heart of gold.
But will
surrendering to
their ripe attraction
unleash a danger
even she cannot
control? Red Moon
Rising byOnline
LoriLibrary
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Handeland Novelist
Maya Alexander's
peace is shattered
when she is stalked
by a Navaho
skinwalker who has
taken on the guise
of a wolf. Her only
hope is the
mysterious Clay
Philips. In his arms,
she seeks
protection-but as
the red moon rises,
no one is safe from
the danger that
lurks nearby...
Stygian Apr 04
2020 A New York
Times bestseller!
#1 New York Times
bestselling author
Sherrilyn Kenyon
brings us back to
the astonishing
world of the DarkHunters in Stygian,
with a hero
misunderstood by
many...but most of
all by himself. Born
before man
recorded time, I
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of years believing
myself to be
something I’m not.
Someone I’m not.
Lied to and
betrayed by gods,
Daimons and DarkHunters, I’ve
struggled to find
my way in a world
where I’ve been
cursed since the
moment I was
prematurely ripped
from my mother
and planted into the
womb of an
innocent woman
who thought me her
son. Trained as a
slayer and
predator, I learned
to fit in and stay
low. To become a
tool for evil. Until I
was sent to kill the
one woman I
couldn’t. My
hesitation cost her
her life. Or so I
thought. In an act
of betrayal that
makes all the others
pale in comparison,
16/20

I’ve learned that
this world is an
illusion and that my
Phoebe still lives.
Now I will have to
travel into the very
pits of Hades to try
and save her, even
as everyone around
me attempts to
steal what little soul
I have left. There’s
only one person at
my back and I’m
not sure I can trust
her either, for she
was born of an
enemy race. Yet
sometimes the road
to redemption is
one that singes us
to our very core.
And if I fail to find
the answers I need
to save Phoebe,
more than just my
wife will die. We
will lose the world.
Both human and
Daimon. At the
Publisher's request,
this title is being
sold without Digital
Online Library
Rights Management
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Software (DRM)
applied.
The DarkHunters, Books
1-3 Mar 28 2022
#1 New York Times
bestselling author
Sherrilyn Kenyon
has entertained
millions of readers
with her
extraordinary DarkHunter series. With
over 40 million
copies of her books
in print, Kenyon
was dubbed "the
reigning queen of
the wildly
successful
paranormal scene"
by Publishers
Weekly. Here
together for the
first time in a
fabulous eBook
bundle are her
popular DarkHunter novels:
Night Pleasures
Mad. Bad and
immortal. Amanda
has been mistaken
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for
herLibrary
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and the only one
who can save her
life is a vampire
with an axe to
grind. Night
Embrace Talon and
Sunshine have to
fight the gods, and
somehow figure out
how to break the
curse on Talon, or
Sunshine will be
the next to die.
Dance with the
Devil Zarek doesn't
suffer from
insanity. He enjoys
every minute of it.
But with his neck in
a noose, he must
trust a goddess or
die horribly.
Phantom Lover Mar
16 2021 Previously
published in the
anthologies
Midnight Pleasures
and Dark Bites,
Phantom Lover is
now available as a
standalone enovella! Haunted by
recurring
nightmares of
17/20

terrifying beasts,
Erin McDaniels is
afraid to sleep-until
a hero arrives in
her dreams to save
her...and makes
erotic, incredible
love to her. But can
she find him again
when she is awake?
Eternal Pleasure Jul
28 2019 THE
ELEVEN-an alliance
of ultimate
predators. Primal,
lethal, irresistible.
After millions of
years, an ancient
evil has returned.
Only the Eleven can
save humanity from
extinction. They
know how to fight,
but can they learn
to love? Kelly Maloy
opens her car door
to much more than
a great looking
stranger at the
Houston airport.
Terror, desire, and
a horrible truth
climb in with him.
Online
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to drive Ty Endeka
around the city for
a few weeks. Too
bad no one tells her
that once day fades
she'll become part
of a battle fought in
the darkened
streets with an
enemy that isn't
human. And the
sensual man who
feeds her fantasies
hides a soul that
gives new meaning
to animal
magnetism.
Son of No One Sep
09 2020 Skeptic
photographer
Josette reluctantly
takes employment
with a paranormal
group before being
drawn to
condemned
immortal Cadegan,
whose inner demon
is determined to
consume Josette's
soul.
The Dark-Hunters
May 06 2020 In the
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vampires, mankind
has only one hope:
The Dark-Hunters.
Ancient warriors
who died of brutal
betrayal, the DarkHunters have sworn
themselves into the
service of the
goddess Artemis to
protect us. It's a
pact with pretty
good perks.
Immortality, power,
psychic abilities,
wealth and a cool
wardrobe. But it
comes with a few
drawbacks: fatal
sun poisoning and a
new, irreparable
dental problem. But
aside from the
fangs and nocturnal
lifestyle, it's not so
bad. Kyrian is an
immortal DarkHunter who just
lost his DarkHunter powers and
along with it, his
immortality. Now
he is faced with the
chance to regain
18/20

not only his
humanity, but his
very soul. The
problem is, it
couldn't have
happened at a
worse time.
Desiderius is
closing in and if
Kyrian and Amanda
are going to save
humanity then
Kyrian must take
the war to his
enemy or it may be
too late.
The Dark-Hunters
Nov 11 2020 In the
war against
vampires, mankind
has only one hope:
The Dark-Hunters.
Ancient warriors
who died of brutal
betrayal, the DarkHunters have sworn
themselves into the
service of the
goddess Artemis to
protect us. It's a
pact with pretty
good perks.
Immortality, power,
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wealth and a cool
wardrobe. But it
comes with a few
drawbacks: fatal
sun poisoning and a
new, irreparable
dental problem. But
aside from the
fangs and nocturnal
lifestyle, it's not so
bad. Until Kyrian
meets the most
frightening thing
imaginable. An
accountant who's
being hunted by
one of the most
lethal vampires out
there. If Amanda
Devereaux goes
down, so does he
and no offense, he
doesn't want to die
(hence the whole
immortality thing).
And he doesn't
want humanity
dead either which is
a good thing for us
since he and
Amanda are all that
stands between us
and oblivion. Let's
Onlinethey
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hope
win.
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From the wild
imagination of
Sherrilyn Kenyon
comes the
humorous and
suspenseful manga
debut of the #1
internationally
bestselling DarkHunter series. The
world of manga will
never be the same
again.
Styxx Mar 04 2020
Sherrilyn Kenyon's
most highlyanticipated novel in
the New York Times
bestselling DarkHunter series since
Acheron is
here—the
unforgettable story
of Styxx, Acheron's
twin brother and
one of the most
powerful beings on
earth Just when you
thought doomsday
was over . . .
Centuries ago
Acheron saved the
human race by
imprisoning an
19/20

ancient evil bent on
absolute
destruction. Now
that evil has been
unleashed and it is
out for revenge. As
the twin to
Acheron, Styxx
hasn't always been
on his brother's
side. They've spent
more centuries
going at each
other's throats than
protecting their
backs. Now Styxx
has a chance to
prove his loyalty to
his brother, but
only if he's willing
to trade his life and
future for
Acheron's. The
Atlantean goddess
of Wrath and
Misery, Bethany
was born to right
wrongs. But it was
never a task she
relished. Until now.
She owes Acheron a
debt that she vows
to repay, no matter
Online Library
what it takes.
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will join their fellow
gods in hell and
nothing is going to
stop her. But things
are never what they
seem, and Acheron
is no longer the last
of his line. Styxx
and Acheron must
put aside their past
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and learn to trust
each other or more
will suffer. Yet it's
hard to risk your
own life for
someone who once
tried to take yours,
even when it's your
own twin, and when
loyalties are
skewed and no one
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can be trusted, not
even yourself, how
do you find a way
back from the
darkness that wants
to consume the
entire world? One
that wants to start
by devouring your
very soul?
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